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The sizes of the maps that need wrapping grow larger, and our worker-wrapper could use some
help. This is made possible in a new pack of maps featuring a new kind of booster and revealing
the purpose of the mysterious points from the previous tasks.

New booster: Cloning

Code: C

E�ect: With this booster, a worker-wrapper can replicate itself by creating a replica. Unfortu-
nately, the support for the cloning technology is still not very mature, and the cloning booster
can be only used in designated spawn points, marked on a map with the code X. A replica of a
worker-wrapper created this way acts independently of its original and may create more replicas
using the cloning boosters, thus providing parallel wrapping speed-up. Boosters collected by any
replica are immediately available to use by any other worker-wrapper, with the e�ect applied to
the user only.

Several worker-wrappers may occupy the same location. Cloning takes one time unit, and
the created replica starts acting from the next turn from the location of the used spawn point. If
several worker-wrapper replicas exist concurrently, they make their steps in the same time unit,
in the order they were spawned.

Extended task format

BoosterCode ::= . . . | C

Extended solution format

A solution can now provide a non-empty list of routes for each worker-wrapper replica, separated
by #. The next route from the list is assigned to a newly created replica according to the spawning
order. The ends of the routes don’t have to be aligned: if one replica exhausts its route description
early, it will simply wait until all other worker-wrappers �nish their executions.
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https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=ICFP+Programming+Contest+2019%3A+Second+Update&iso=20190622T00&p1=1440


action ::= . . .

| C (perform the clone operation, spawning a new worker-wrapper)
actions ::= rep (action)
solution ::= repSep (actions, ”#”)

Example

An example task with cloning and parallel wrapping is available at

https://icfpcontest2019.github.io/download/part-3-clones-examples.zip

More tasks

The �nal pack with 80 maps can be downloaded at

https://icfpcontest2019.github.io/download/part-3-clones.zip

The contestants could notice that most of the maps we’ve seen in the past have spawn points
installed, but, apparently, the supply of cloning boosters on those maps has been exhausted by the
lambda miners working there previously. Who knows, maybe we will manage to make some use
of those spawning facilities in the future.
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